
I COULD LOVE YOU BETTER

Hesitation over acting on feelings. Struggling to let someone in/ open yourself up to getting hurt.

The longer you hold onto these feelings, the harder they are to share, and the more uncertain you

become about sharing them. As your friendship with this person grows, is it worth losing? But,

ultimately, knowing that you need to tell them now. The feelings won’t go away. The visceral

‘punch in the gut’/ ‘drop in the stomach’ when you think about them being with someone else.

Knowing you would be a better fit for them.

I COULD LOVE YOU BETTER

I’ve been so tired

Do you know why?

Could you read my mind?

The truth’s been hard to chew

That if it’s not you

Then our end is soon

I know that if ever I fall

They’ll never mean as much as you

I’d talk but the words feel too tall

And I’ve never felt that much in me

I could love you better

No, I would love you better

With time, will it pass me by?

Just a glint in the eye

A tale shared like wine

Is it true



That to love you bruise?

And that’s what you choose...

How does that feel good?

I know that if ever I fall (fall)

They’ll never mean as much as you

I’d talk but the words feel too tall (tall)

And I’ve never had that much in me

I know that if ever I fall (fall)

They’ll never mean as much as you

I’d talk but the words feel too tall (tall)

Guess I've never seen that much in me

I know that if ever I fall

They’ll never mean as much as you

I’d talk but the words feel too tall

And I’ve never felt that much in me

I could love you better

No, I would love you better

Stand out lyrics

The truth’s been hard to chew

That if it’s not you

Then our end is soon



Is it true

That to love you bruise?

And that’s what you choose...

How does that feel good?

I’d talk but the words feel too tall (tall)

Guess I've never seen that much in me

Initial Music Video Ideas:

We want a playful/ fun music video to emphasise the ‘coming of age’/ youthful feel of ‘I

Could Love You Better and the whole EP’. We’re happy with not taking ourselves too

seriously.

A few references include:

Our favourite >>

Wallows // Are You Bored Yet?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIgmyE5Juzw&ab_channel=Wallows

Wallows // Scrawny

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zgOR698RMLY&ab_channel=Wallows

Wolf Alice // You’re A Germ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZpomZoueWa0&ab_channel=WolfAliceVEVO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zgOR698RMLY&ab_channel=Wallows


Wolf Alice // Freazy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uq_vRu24vV8&ab_channel=WolfAliceVEVO

Some example situations:

- We think a Speed Dating scenario could work really well for this music video.

Glancing over to other people’s tables, having funny scenarios happening, shots of

Cait singing into the camera while on a date. Could use our friends and an easy

location. This is probably our favourite idea but we really are open to any ideas! We

have one shot in mind: different people singing into the camera on the chorus- i.e

on person singing “I”, another singing “Could”, another singing “Love” etc.

- Following the activities of a night out. Recorded on a grainy camera/ phone. At pub,

club etc. Youthul feel.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uq_vRu24vV8&ab_channel=WolfAliceVEVO

